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Council:

!

Community Council voted ·ro
give $630 and transfer $850
from money already alloted to
thte Bard Racial Action Committee toward the purchase of
a VW bus. The 1965 bus would
be available to any campus organization with money alloted
for travel. Among organizations
that said they needed a car
were the Entertainment Committee, The Red Balloon, B.R.
A.C., and The Observer.
Members voting for the bus
were Livingston, Mellet, McCune, Mr. Shute, Friedman and
Fleetwood. Voting against the
proposal were Krieger, Marzani, Dean Hotchkinson, Mr.
Lensing and Bernstein.
Council also set up strict
regulations regarding its use
and said that responsibility of
the car would be in the hands
of one person, "Keeper of the
Keys", to be chosen next week.

I

Bardian s March In
Vietnam Protest

March 26th ftfty-five to sixty Bard students <md faculty
down Fifth A_venm; in the biggcs_t Peace march that
Has ever taken place rn this country. Estimates on the total
c1mber of marcheis range from twenty-one thousand by an
I
Li3.M. computer to seventy-five thousand by an A.P. reporter.
A chartered bus from Bard brought down thirty-nine students
who w~re joined by other students who managed to get their
I <m thor own. Among the faculty who marched were Laurence
Shute, ecc_nomics professor, Mary Lee Settle, English profcs!lor
and novdisc, Justus Rcsenberg, language professor.
Mr. Shute wore a white arm that some counter demonstraI
band indicating that he was tors were throwing.
"The police were very good.
serving as defence guard. Hr
One counter demonstrator broke
said, "We cidn't expect trouble. threw the lines and right away
but we were ready for it. I \Vas seven policemen beat the hell
in the marine corps and learned out of him with their clubs.
how to defend myself, which is Maybe they mistook him for one
why I volunteered to defend in of us."
the march. No. \Ve didn't carry
There was a wide spectrum
any weapons just our hands.
opinion represented ranging
Jf
Wl1en they know you're going to
from those who thought that
defend this stops a lot of incithe U.S. ought to recognize the
dents which might occur."
National Liberation Front to
"Notbing really happened i.e
openly wanted them
me personally in spite of the those who
to win.
fact that I was assigned to
A surprising number of oldmarch in back of the Viet Cong
flags. A woman right behind me er women comprised the bulk
!Continued On Page: Four)
got hit with some nuts and bolts
i
j
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Letters
PLAGARISJ\'1

To the Editor,
I wish to take issue with the
letter written by Thomas N oonan, which appeared in the Mar.
teeth-gritting scrape of a chair
22, 1966 issue of The Observer.
on the third leveL Aside from
I in no way knew the student I
is
studying, people-watching
by Emilie Grieg
in question and would let it be
the library in'habitants' major
"The Library? I practically
known that I am not trying to
pasttime.
by Cathy Rosenfeld
defend his actions. However, live there!" bemoaned a BarTh.2 number of the library's
March 23, some one hundred twenty-five students heard Dr.
what I would attach is Mr. Noo- dian in reference to that edi- inhabitants declines mysteri- John Boylan speak at the Hed Balloon. The father of John and
nan's discretion in making fice deemed by some as " The ously after 9:30 p m. according Terry Boylan, renowned musicians on the Bard campus, Dr.
known the name of his friend Mausoleum", or more common- to a library survey made by Boylan was scheduled to speak on, ''The Pied Piper and The
ly known as the Hoffman MemPlague-An Historical Reconstruction." This enigmatic title and
in print.
Mr. Fessler to measure atten- the fact that Dr. Boylan was presented under the auspices of
If I had been the student ex- :>rial Library.
one
that
possibility
The
the Pcychology Club gave the lecture a rather mysterious air.
To many students, th.e Li- dance.
pelled for plagarism I would
of those ten soft green chairs Many not knowing exactly what they were to hear, half expected
consider it an insult for a friend brary is a sort of home-avvaywill be vacant is nearly nil at to see a little man in a many-colored suit playing a rock 'n roll
of mine to use my name in such from-dorm in which long hours,
three in the afternoon, espec- flu i.e. Eowever, this was not to be the case at all.
spent
are
years
even
and
days
t.ht.
out
dragging
In
a manner.
on Sundays. There are,
ially
To begin, Dr. Boylan, who is on the radio one day, decided to
These
dirty laundry Mr. Noonan I 'l.t scholarly endeavors.
108 other seating a professor at the University of do some exploration on the topic
believe, did his friend more of deni ze ns of the library are to how~ver,
a dis-service than he in any be found between stacks of Vol- places on a first come basis. Buffalo, related the fairytale of of rats in a small German town
machine?'' the Pied Piper of Hamlin. This, called Hamelin. This exploration
"What copying
um es of wisdom on the third
helped him.
soon became an extensive study
Dennis E . Piendak level, sprawled comfortably in is the reaction of most students as you may recall, is the talc of
chairs on the second, or hid- at the mention of the library's a rat-infested town and the man of the town, its history, and the
fairyden behind the New York Tim.2s recently-purchased electrostatic with the magical pipe who came surprising accuracy of the
To the Editor:
copier to be located at the ::;ide to the rescue. After the piper tale to what actually happened.
fourth.
the
Jn
I think that the Bard ObservThe rat, explained Dr. Boylan,
Quiet is generally the rule, o.f the circulation desk. Tile rid the town of its rats, the
er, under its present editorial
a co-mensal animal dwelling
is
him
pay
to
refused
townsfolk
10
charge
will
which
machine,
broken only by occasional prapolicy, is misusing the role a
of whispering, laugh- cents a copy for printed pages, whereupon the piper also rid in close association with man.
oxysms
newspaper should play in a colthe town of its children ... Dr. It entered Europe shortly after
or hysteria, people com- will be installed this week.
lege community. Granted Bard ter,
Boylan, upon hearing the story the Crusades and soon became
)
Four
Page
on
1Continued
the
ing in or going out, or
is an institution firmly devoted
a parasite to man, following and
to gossip and mysterious in- ---·------~-- - --···
travelling aboard ships because
trigues. This is due to its small
of the availability of fish near
size; everyone here knows what
the docks. In this manner, rats
happens to everyone else and
carried disease frow place to
discusses it continually-in dinplace, since they Gflen dwelled
been
have
hoards
"draft
continued,
ident
pres
A survey of reactions to America's involveing commons ... drinking down
considerate of full-time students who are in garbage heaps. It was in Ger:lnt in Vi ,~ tr,am was recently conducted among very
the road . . . and walking in
good workers. These students are not faced many, in the town of Hamelin
front of stone row. By now nembers of the Bard faculty. The responses to
\'iith any great danger. It is only the 'goof-off' that the rats showed themselves
who is going to find himself confronted by deadly animals. They infested
everybody surely knew the rea- questions asked ranged from strong support
the draft."
the town and were highly infecson for Peter Lee 's expulsion f u.S. Administration policies to despair at
Wh en interviewed in his office, on the second tious to children who wo.uld
from Bard, although it was cer- he rnere mention of the Vietnamese conflict.
emHodgkinson
Harold
Dean
Ludlovv,
of
floor
When asked whether he favored the ascalatainly news to find out that he
amuse themselves by playing
:Jhasize d that he was speaking as a private citihad been informed on. I won- ion of America 's militm·y commitment in Vietwith the rats. It was in this manThe
policy.
college
or
f
spokesman
a
as
not
:en,
am, Heinz Bertelsmann. Professor of Internader, Noonan, good buddy thai
ner that so many children beincreasing
of
instead
that
feels
strongly
Dean
you are, if your friend Peter io:1a l Helations, emphatically stated, "I most
our millLary commitment a year ago, we should came diseased and died at this
.:ertainly don't think we should escalate." Dr.
have negotiated then. Mr. Hodgkinson contin- time. Dr. Boylan showed slides
Lee would have approved of you 1ertelsnlann continued, '·we should negotiate
;_:ed, "I z.grc:e with Senator Hobert Kennedy of his trip to the town of Hameinforming the entire communit~ 3 s soon as possible. Problems of the nature of
that an negotiations that do take place will lin many of which commemorthrough its only official weeki~ Vietnam aren't solved by military force . . .
ll::vc t o ta ke> account of the NLF-1 don't see ate in stone engravings the terpublication that he had been f we do wa nt to get involved, that means we
:1uw we couiJ possibly negotiate without it."
expelled for doing something 1~c ve to make our assistance dependent upon
Speakh ·g us a sociologist, Dean Hod gkinson rible plague which divested the
everybody considers dishonest? he irrpusition of reforms. This, of course, would
President Johnson's proposals for town of its children. He also
·Ti'ici:zed
Even assuming that Mr. Lee be an undemocratic act, which op ens up a whole
S1lci:.:-e· onon · ic refom,s in South Vietnam. Mr. showed slides of some wood en"
and friend Noonan agreed on lt·w set .;J ql<estions
Hodgkins0n said, ·'I think these proposals are gravings which depicted the
Dr. Hea ,, :er Kline, pre>id cnt of the college,
very short-sighted. We are approaching the figure of death luring the chilthe letter in the last issue of 1 'n'e tha L we should not continue to escalate.
nroblem very much like city officials who be- dren with a musical pipe.
the Observer, an editorial staff Dr. K.1ine believes we should negotiate immeliev0 they can eliminate slums by setting up
with any conception of what Jia ~ ely , and he thinks that we should not be
The lecture, which ostensibly
new buildings, and then are puzzled and disshould be printed in a newspa- 'l.dverse to the idea of compromise. "Anything
the result of laborious
was
tearing
arc
occupants
the
that
find
to
tressed
per, would have refrained from that can be done now to settle the issue of our
'i .he b!lildings apart. The Dean thinks that there study, proved to be fascinating
publishing this letter for the involvement should be considered. When qeried
is more involved in both situations than prob- to all. The Red Balloon lent itsimple reason that a newspaper on his_ views of the projected "student:· dr<;1ft,
lems of material well-being. He said that ques- self well to the oceasion and the
~s bemg
i not a gossip column to report D_r. Kline sa1~ that unnecessary concern
J ions o£ culture underlay these issues, and that
. give to the 1ssue. He stated that dunng the
,
.
s
Psychology Club provided exbasic changes in cultural attitudes would have
matters which ar~ n?bod~ s bust- korean War there was a similar panic among
cellent refreshments after the
for
plans
American
wish
we
if
affected
be
tn
"called-up,"
being
feared
ness. W_hen gossip Is prmted m I cc ll cge students who
.
lecture
succeed.
to
Vietnam
in
reforms
sociological
The
drafted."
but that " no Bard students were
(Contmued on Page Tln·eel
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Editoria l
1\1 r.N oona n's letter was published
with the advice and consent of l'v1r. Lee
and a faculty member \vho 1vas directly
involved in the case.
It was printed for two reasons. First,
because as a general practice we have
published every letter submitted. And second, because we felt that a significant
issue is at stake. In this case the anonymous letter exposing l\!lr. Lee came not
out of any apparent concern for scholarship and the standards of the school,
but out of a personal feud between two
people. The informer went to the trouble
of citing page references and specific
titles exposing a plagerized paper that
had been graded :1 month earlier in the
semester. 'Ve do not think the administration ought to let itself be used as an
instrument of back-stabbing to settle private vendettas. One member of the- administration expressing a private opinion said, "I alwavs file anonymous notes
in my circular fiie, the trash can." Apparently this is not an administration
policy.
c wish it was.
The question is one of intent; if a person is seriously worried about the school
and its acade~ic standards th n he will
make his accusations in public: i he proof
of insidious and malicious in tu1t is an
anonymous note.
YXT
d f
h 1
d its
vv e are prou
o our sc COl an
academic reputation and would certainly
regret any discrediting of these by any
student, but we also believe that by opening the door to anonymous notes the Administration is degrading itself and the
studentbo dy.

'iV

If Bard is the kind of place where students are afraid to come out against
cheating and plagarism then something
.
.
. '
IS senously wrong with our school and
the student bodv. vVe hope that this is I
not so!
·
I
r[

.

.

. here are no easy answers on this Is-~1
sue, but we certainly think it is something
to think about.

OBSERVF~R
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Brecht At Lincoln Center

I Barn Sessions

Eric Bentley and the Reper- 1
tory Theatre of Lincoln Center ·
by Robert Judd
have combined talents to preby Peter Minichiello
sent Bertolt Brecht's "The CauS ::: L! cm are we aware of the diverse roles
Blood Wedding is a strong, casian
Chalk Circle" in its New which h ~~ ritage plays in shaping
our lives.
"dark river" of a play. It is a
York premiere.
nearly flawless work which de\Vc
at
Bard
are
effected
by
a
tradition
which
It's by no means a definitive
mands virtuosity and under- production,
s oo· ~ht to free the minds of men in pursuit
but it is undeniably h:
.Jf eluc.a tion, from the inhibi+ions often bred
standing from the company this
company's best work to !:ly the very same edt!cation we are seeking.
wishing to succeed with it. The date. And
it won't clean up the
Bard Theater production of this Lincoln
Tln·s in preface to this report. cne might well
Center Mess, but it will
play had no clear sense of
- cnsidu·
help matters for the now notor- st3ki: the writings of John Dewey when he
where it was going. A basic inious company.
terpretation was lacking: thus,
When our sciences of human nature and
Designed mainly in red,
the play couldn't be sustained
Jr.·r.~an rela! ions are a-.;ything like as develbrown and gold, the production
nor given tragic power. This
oped as are our sciences of physical nature,
is handsome and expansive. The
was a production long on taste
t:1dr chief concNn will be wLh the nroblem
acting is not forecful and it
d h .w human nature - is most effectively
and short on force .
could be, but the play's success
rc-,c•dific:-d. The q :1estion will not be whether
The main reason for this
is achieved by other meansit is capable of change, but of how it is i:o
somewhat homogenized result
settings, action, theatrical efbe ;·hanged vndr-r given conditions. This probwas the failure of Ana Itelman
l:m is ultimately that of education in its
fects. For example: the Story
as the Mother to assume her
widest sense.
Teller CBrock Peters) announvital position in the play. The ces
that the woman Grusha (ElizBe a· i · g in mind these two thoughts, of what
tragedy of Blood Wedding reabeth Huddle) with a baby on our her i ~ nge does, or does not do for us and
volves around this matriarchal her
bacq, is "trudging through whnt th~ meaning of education is, the uninifigure: she anticipates it, she
the montains." So on the stage t.ia ·cd will be able to better understand that
motivates several characters,
is a large, circular wooden plat- ') ff ('amp:rs phenomenon known only as a "barn
she struggles to satisfy Honor. form
that rotates by means of stssion."
But Miss Itelman began with under-stage
motors.
Grusha
A nar'ial explanation of what a barn. session
jerky motions and a changing
"trudges" on this platform by ic;: E is a meeting, a meeting ostensibly open
accent. She did not tower over walking
against its motion, ac- to the public, where persons interested in anthe other characters; there was tually
getting nowhere. The to- S ' '!C: iYJg qucsi ions as those noted above, cononly a whispering of what she
: i · u c !he better part of their knowledge, intal effect is brilliant.
- i irn and rrasoning in an attempt to cast
should have been.
Most importantly, this is true >V c Eght c n the immediate
circumstances of
And how events seemed to
Brecht and not the phony, Han- ·Jt. r 'ifc , as they relate to our heritage.
pounce on us! Pace became a
diwrap Brecht that we usually
briskness, with too much action
to say in vague terms what a barn session
see. The director and the com- '3 But
n 1• to say what a barn session do<t>s.
and agitation too soon. Early
pany know what they 're working
scenes were played at such a
T1Jrrefore to trave backward for a moment,
with and work well. The Marx1
high emotional pitch that the
~ J•. .nderstand why a barn session ever ocist sentiments of the script arc ' ~
actors had nowhere to go from
present, but not emphasized. curred at all.
there. So they maintained their
This endeavor might engender an analysis of
This is at the Vivian Beaupitch and momentum was imposmont Theater through May 8. I , rr n~an responsibl,:> for their inception, Peter
sible.
'Ir.'J~.r, Assistant Professor of French at Bard
Ellen Barber, Maxine Lieber., nd lhe enlightened owner of the barn in which
Spring Tennis
h:-~F:' sessions are helrl. But my purpose here
man, Wilhemina Martin, Jeffrey
Rochlis and Alexander Shenk
Tues., April 26, Siena College, is "'t to delve into Mr. Heller's unconscious
•YJ.otiva+ion. By Mr. Heller's own admission he
did some splendid acting but Away.
is n...,t looking
fill some critical gap in his
most of the cast was not on
Mon., May 2, Dutchess Com- uhil·sophy or into his
relation with the external
their level of performance. At munity, Home.
wodd. His end , if one can call it that, is to
One point I was sure I was
Thurs., May 5, Union College serve <cJs a catalyst in the "reaction" of discuswatching a peppy production of Frosh, Home.
sirn. Mr. Heller's main, emphatic wish is that
"Meet Corliss Archer" - such
Sat., May 7, Kings College, these sessions become a study of the individual's nlace in society, thus engendering an
was the simpering, cute tone Away.
that some of the scenes took
Fri., May 13, Monmouth Col- analysis of communications, alienation, responsibility and action, and the meaning of freedom.
on. What the play demands is lege, Home.
Contrasting the answers to such questions with
an air of suppression: the supa cri' ique of .Tudaeo-Christian ethic it is hoped
pression of violence and emothat. the individual may come to realize a mode·
tion. John Boylan and Elizabeth well executed here, as through of livi11g which will be more immediately apGavaris relayed this very well out the whole production. Stuart plicable to our times than the ethical remnants
in the final act as he delivered Whyte's settings were as usual of societies long since choked by their imperone of the most important lines: imaginative but sensible and fections.
"Oh, it isn't my fault-the fault only the heavily symbolic trees
To gain some sense of feeling for what a barn
is the earth's." In writhing to- on each side of the stage were session actually is, one need look only as far
gether back-to-bask, the tense- superfluous to the design. Luis as Mr. Heller's opening remarks at the most
rece:-tt meeting. To
crowd of some fifteen
ness of suppressed erotocism Garcia-Renart's music honored students, he quietly the
turned and remarked "I
was conveyed. This scene and the production.
have a q•Jestion. We are the inheritors of a
the forest scene with Death and
Yet there was no central cNtain tradition . . that is (to mel no longer
Moon were the most successful: force, no thread of strength run- valid." There were a few puzzled looks among
fine, controlled acting sustained ning through the play. We the group, some notable indifference, but in
both.
couldn't see these people as toys general anticipati<'n as he picked up a Bible
The Bard Theater pulled out of a Fate nor could we see the a"'d began to read the Ten Commandments.
all stops in this forest scene: Mother as the more understand- When he had finished reading aloud , he asked
of vs "Are these Commandments still valid?"
we were hit with the potent ing, prognosticating character. Fro mthis point on one became less
aware of
symbols of Death and Fate's Thus events seemed haphazard Mr. Heller
the instructor, as whatever differmessenger, appropriate lighting, and tragic force was impossible. ences
there were between teacher and student
the sound of the cello, and a Dram~tic tautness was not were assimilated by a discussion growing both
final, awsesome shadow of Death achieved, for the director and in c,Jmplexity and intensity.
over all. Wilhelmina Martin and the actors seemed to think stark
fThis is the first part of a two-part article. In
Jeffrey Rochlis delivered their emotion would do the trick. H the next OBSERVER,
Mr. Judd will describe the
especially difficult lines convin didn't. This was Blood Wedding discussions themselves and add his own comments.)
cingly and the technical end was without the blood.

Blood Wedding
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has ben in response to a "study" will be a part in his board's
of the social regulations of consideration.
some other colleges and uniThe test is not compulsory
versities.
but obtaining a grade of 70 will
Implicit in the spirit from re-enforce the 2-S deferment
which the concern over these classification. Thus, it is clearly
two issues has arisen, are two in the -student's best interest to
factors. The first, but not nec- take the exam.
essarily the first in importance,
This is a 3% hour test and it
is a genuine concern for the "presupposes no schooling bestate of affairs at Bard. The yond the ordinary high school
second factor is a concern for preparation for college." In
the "image" of the school. Tak- 1952, slightly more than half
en by themselves, these are cer- of the questions were mathematainly helathy attitudes for the tical ones.
college; but beyond these two
factors, or acutally hovering
Here arc some facts for the
over them, is an attitude which student who plans to take the
is unhealthy.
test:
The basis for these concerns
Bard College will provide
has been arrived at by compar- transportation for students to
ing the situation at Bard, in Marist College in Poughkeepsie
one way or another, to the sit- the local test center.
nations at other schools. Many
The test application must be
times,
such
a
comparative postmarked no later than April
study is a very fruitful way to 23, 1966. The testing dates are
discover one's own ills and ways May 14, May 21, and June 3.
of correcting them. But in the 1 All necessary fcrms, plus the
case of the "due process" ques- offidal information booklet are
tion, the comparative method available from the Registrar's
has taken on the overtones of ,Jifice in Ludlow.
a "keeping-up-with-the-J oneses"
attitude. This method has been·
Patronize Our Advertisers
carried even further in response
to the social regulations by acquiring the attitude of "stayingahead-of-the-Joneses"- Fearful
that there might be someone .
who is "out-liberalizing" us, and
that therefore we must correct
the situation. These overtones
hnported Cheeses
put our concern for the Bard
irm1gc" in a very bad light.
Salads •
Michael Ehmer

Letters To The Editor
(Continued from Page One)

about the unfortunate plagiarist,
hush-hush speculation about the
identity of the informers and
some outrage-my letter as an
example.
The point I am trying to make
is that a newspaper should be
able to devise better ways of
draw~ing attention to itself and
to its editorial views than by
printing petty gossip and spitef'-<1 articles.
-Vicki Lindner

a newspaper it becomes the ofTicial word.
When a newspaper begins to
print gossip it makes an obvious
attempt at sensationalism. The
letter in question informed the
community, on an official basis,
of a matter that is only the
affair of Peter Lee, the faculty,
and Lee's close friends. Although the letter should not
have been printed it will no
doubt stimulate more gcssip To the Editor:

C.

J.

Stoekenherg

HARDWARE
RED HOOK
Phone PL 8-2791

•

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
UGHT BULBS
TOOLS-PAINTS
FLASHLIGHTS
BATTERIES

Two issues have been somewhat major topics of concern
on the Bard campus since the
';rgi·'ning of the second semester. One has veen concerned
with "due process" for students
liable to expulsion from Bard.
This has been, at least in part,
a response to one of the many
current "waves of student unrest" which have been "sweeping" across the country.
The other concern has been
in relation to the state of Bard's
social rgulations. This concern
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41 South Broadway
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Body Shop

-USED CARS-

Deferment Tests
by Peter Munichello
Recently the Selective Service System announced its intention of following a plan used
in the Korean War period: college students will be allowed to
take deferment tests for the
draft. These tests will not sole. ly determine a student's eligibility for draft exemption, but

•

Cold Cuts

Delicacies

Cold Beverages, etc. and Pizza
20 W. Market Street

<Opposite the Bank)

Beekman Cleaners

1

N~~w

and Used Motorcydes
Bought and Sold

Fine Quality -

'"Sarne-day" Sen, ice

Tlte Handy Shop

KERLEYS CORNER ROAD

Ju~t North of Light

PL 8-3526
4 Miles S orth of Red Hook on Route 9

GREETING CARDS

on Rt. 9

KNITTING WORSTEDS
NOTIONS AND GIFTS

Manny's
Red Hook Barber Shop
New Modern Establishment
PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE

5 E. Market St.
Red Hook

Red Hook

PL 8-1561

PL 8-5351

To Be SURE, come to us for

Haircut as you lilw it

2 Barbers in attendanee
ACROSS FROM RED HOOK BANK

_1\;loore"s
1,oy & Garden
Center
Route 9, Red Hook

Closed VVednesday

PL 8-9344

Bikes, Repairs, Parts
STARK-TATOH~S
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AIRPORT
8

•

e
•
•

e
•
Gt

•
•
Cl

lnstruetion
Aerial Taxi
Flight lnstrudion
Charter Servic~e
Aerial Photography
Aerial Freigh I
34,()() Ft. Lighted Uunway
Recreation - Pif·nic Area
GHding
Ground s~hool
Rides

PL 3-4021
Rt. 199

Red Hook

Phone:
I'L 8-5673 Days
1'1, 9-3681 Nights

I
---

HOURS: 7:30 a.m. -

RICHMOND
LAUNDRY
Route 9, Red Hook
Tel. PL 8-9511

CLIFF'S SERVI{:E

10 p.m.

ST~t\TION
Cliff Scism, Prop.

Routes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N.Y.

RED

IXBRICATION
TIRES
BATTERIES

Chevron

HOO~K

DRUG STORE

.. Thr Friendly Drur; Store"

Quiek Service
Laundry

RED HOOK N. Y.
~

PI.,ateau 8-5591

FREE DELIVERY ......

- Shirt Service Prescription Specialists

Odorless
Drv
.. {:leaning
~-·

Complete Cosmetic Line
FANNY FARMER CANDY

April U, 1966

BARD OBSERVER

PAGE FOUR

Bard~ans March
(Continued from Page One)

White Horse Liquors_

of the marchers to the disgus1
:f wme of lhe more revolutionary students groups. One young
radical said, "There are so man)
mink coats marching it looks
mor-e like the Easter parade
AMPLE
Deliveries to Campus on orders
than a demonstration."
PARKING
of $10.00 or more
were
Some demonstrators
splattered with paint and a few
Red Hook fights broke out, but on the
74 S. Broadway
PL 8-3621
whole the march was a peaceful
one. The crowds on the side
were friendly except for some
pockets of right wing counterdemonstrators carrying signs
saying, "Bomb Hanoi before it ' ~
too late," and "Dirty Commu nists why don't you go bacl,
where you belong."
Easy to Install
Inex}lensive After the march from 95th
street to 72nd street the marchers went into Central Park tc
ROOM DIVIDER KITS
hear speeches criticizing Johnson's foreign policy.
-------

FINE SELECTION
OF WINES AND LIQUORS

INSTANT SIIELVING

COMPLETE BUILDING
and
HARDWARE SUPPLIES

SCHEFFLER LUMBER

Library Notes

TO
Hawaii
Europe
South America
INQUIRE

Barbara Lee
Travel Service
RHINEBECK, N. Y.
TR 6-3966

More library news includes
the plann2d publication of the
Bard Bibliolog by April which
wiH be issued monthly there•
..A
PL 8-2222 after. Us purpose is to enlightea the community on what new

Co

I

--------------------~~~~:~:::::;.;-;;;;,-

BOYCE CHEVROLET
RED HOOK, N.Y.

books and services are avail-

Foreign and Domestic

Red Hook
:Fabric Shop

COLLISION
REPAIRS

eFABRICS
e NOTIONS
0 McCALL PATTERNS
BUTTONS
f:) ZWPERS

e

1965 VW - Green - Practically New
1962 VOLKSWAGEN- Priced to sell
Black -

Student Trips

(Continued from Page One)

RED HOOK, N.Y.

RT. 9

able. The library has also recently instituted a tape-recording program of special campus events such as concerts,
lectures, plays, and poetry
readings. The purpose of the
orogram is to ·keep a living r.ecord of worthy events for use
and reference in the present
as well as for future generations of Bardians. Perhaps in
the year 2066 a student will
ask to borrow the ancient tape
.1f Harvey Bialy's poetry reading in 1966 at the cav~-like
~).aunt then known as the Red
Balloon.
----We note somewhat hesitant·ly that Barron's "How To Prenre hr the Student Deferment
fes L" is now available for $2.95
at Bentano's in New York. Its
value is probably negligible, for
such books inevitably appear,
:md the adverti-sing for it has
been incredibly vulgar. ("Get
this book! This may b.e the most
important test of your life!")

PL 8-8541

33 W. l\IARKET

Very Clean

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

RIKERT'S auto body
Rt. 9 North. •

TR 6-4·740

•

Rhinebeck

2 VW SPECIALS
1957-$375
1956-$325

BOTH

In
Excellent Condition
CERTIFIED VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

Adolf's

ROlAND A'BRIAL
11 NORTH BROAD \VA Y

TAKING PRIDE
IN PRECISION

RED HOOK. N. Y.

Pride of craftsmanship
inspires every one of our
proceed
to
mechanics
wLh precision on every
job of auto repair. Their
skill makes a big difference . . . in your favor!

Fine Wines and
Liquors

Good

Liquor
s Oc I A I..

Food

Beer

Smitl1 Motors·
Inc.

TELEPHONE: PL 8-6271

Phone PL 8-1530
Route 9. Rf'd Hnr-k. N.Y.

..._

OPEN

NORGE

Harold's

Coin-Operated
Laundry & Dry Cleaning Village

Snack Bar
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON

~

NIGHTLY

Sandwiches
of All l{inds

operated by

]. ]. & A. Colburn, Inc.
106 S. BROADWAY

BEER

RED HOOK, N.Y.

SAVE 75% on your Dry Cleaning
DRY CLEAN - 8 lbs.
9 DRESSES ( approx.)
10 SLIPOVER SWEATERS (approx.)
3 LIGHTWEIGHT or 2 HEAVY SUITS
DRYERS - 50 lhs.
WASH - 8 lbs. DRY WEIGHT 25-

WINE

$1.50
'1.50
1.50
10 111i11.
25 lhs.

1.50
.10
.50

LIQUOR
DAVID SACKS, Prop.

Closed Tuesday

